5 incredible attractions to visit in Vietnam at least once in life
With the various beautiful landscapes from the tropical sandy beaches to the
majestic mountains, Vietnam places to visit are interesting enough to keep your foot
more than one time in the country. With the enthusiastic support of TUN Travel - a
Vietnam based tour operator, you completely have a memorable trip in the beautiful
country. Here are top 5 incredible attractions we recommend you to visit to firstly
have an oversight of Vietnam.
Ho Chi Minh City
You can begin with Ho Chi Minh City where foreign tourist can get Vietnam visa on
arrival at Tan Son Nhat airport easily. Ho Chi Minh City aka Saigon is located in the
southeastern part of the country and the largest city on the scale of economic,
population, and culture. Amazing street food, vibrant lifestyle, and mixed architecture
that are the markable points of the city impress tourist’s heart. There are plenty of
things and places keep tourists busy around the city such as Notre Dame Cathedral,
the War Remnants Museum, Ben Thanh market, Bui Vien walking street, etc.
The best things to do in Ho Chi Minh city are the river trips from Saigon River.
Recently there is a bus route on the Saigon river for tourists to witness the city, it
receives a lot of care from local people and tourists. In the suburb of the city, the Cu
Chi tunnels is a historical site you should visit to know deeper about the Vietnam
war. The night in the city is extremely vibrant. Let’s go out at night and wander
around Nguyen Hue street, Bui Vien street to know how the phrase “life is short but
the night is still young” really is.
Sapa
Leaving the busy tasks behind, taking a Hanoi - Lao Cai train to have a Sapa tour to
feel the romantic and majestic of mountains and rivers. Located at the altitude of
over 1000 meters above the sea, Sapa is a small mountainous town in the northwest
of Vietnam. Firstly discovered by French in the early of the 20 th century, Sapa quickly
became a summer retreat of French thanks to the temperate climate. From a small
village, there were the blocks of villas, and concrete buildings filled and the
appearance of Sapa was changed. From that time, Sapa is an ideal tourist
destination in the north for tourists to relax and escape the heat of summer.
There are many beautiful sites in Sapa that you have to visit to see in your own eyes
such as Sapa Catholic Church, Sapa night market, etc. Especially, coming to Sapa
in the ripe rice season, you will have a chance to see the yellow silks of the most
beautiful rice terraces in Vietnam which is extremely gorgeous. Besides that, Sapa
has the exciting trekking routes for those who love adventuring, and the trekking
route to Mt. Fansipan is the most expecting trekking route in the area.
Halong Bay
Among the amazing tourist sites in Vietnam, Halong Bay is the most popular site that
receives a lot of applause of tourists. With the breathtaking natural beauty, there is
no wonder it is one of the new seven natural wonders of the world.

The best way to admire Halong Bay is cruising. While cruising, you will have the
chances to see huge limestones around and beautiful blue color of the sky. There
are many interesting activities to do in your Halong bay cruise trip, you can get a
kayaking boat to explore the sea area with friends under the guidance of tour guide.
In the itinerary, you will visit the caves on the small islands. Besides that, swimming
and snorkeling here shouldn’t be missed as well. Of course, don’t forget to watch the
beautiful sunrise and sunset in Halong Bay, all of the interesting things make Halong
Bay magical and more famous every day.
Dalat
Nestled in the southern part of Vietnam’s central highlands, Dalat is the city of
thousand kinds of flowers. Located at the altitude of over 1000 meters above the
sea, Dalat luckily owns the temperate climate which is cool and fresh all year round,
so it is very suitable for planting the temperate flowers and vegetables. There are
thousands of flowers blooming all the year which create the poetic and romanced
beauty of the city. In the heart of the city, Xuan Huong lake is like the eye of a
beautiful girl with the long and pretty eyelashes of the lush pine trees. Dotted with
French architectural villas, the city is an ideal destination for the couples who want to
have a sweet honeymoon week.
Danang
Danang is the most livable city in Vietnam located on the banks of Han River and
facing to the South China Sea, this is a must-see destination in Vietnam that all
tourists should visit at least once in life. The city features many interesting and
beautiful tourist sites such as My Khe beach - one of the cleanest beaches in
Vietnam, Bana Hills, Son Tra peninsula, etc. Moreover, the city is near to many
tourist destinations in Central Vietnam such as the former capital of Hue in the north,
Hoi An ancient town and My Son sanctuary in the south, etc. The cuisine of the city
is extremely delicious and various, so when visiting Danang city, you must take a
food tour to enjoy the food in the street food stalls to feel the flavor of the sea city.
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